Beautiful & Customizable

With FRAMES™ office systems, you no longer have to break the bank to achieve a customized, high design look for your office environment. FRAMES™ is the continuum between screens on desks and full panels. Fully welded steel frames hold highly customizable panel inserts to perfectly suit your office decor and color schemes. FRAMES™ office environments have an almost endless palette of colors and finishes, including custom patterns, and logo integration with your company’s brand. Whether you prefer classic wood finishes, textured panels, or unique color options, FRAMES™ makes it all possible at a fraction of the cost of custom designed office systems.

Panels can be easily switched for a completely new look. The FRAMES™ system grows with your business to always provide fresh, vibrant aesthetics to your office surroundings.
FRAMES™ is a new way of thinking about the modern office environment. Modular and customizable configurations can fit any size room, no matter how big or small. Unusual room shapes are no problem with panels of varying sizes and connector options maximizing the use of space in the office.

Whether you prefer an open plan that allows for communication and interaction or more privacy and sound enclosure, there is a FRAMES™ configuration to fit the bill.

Design firms will love the customizable nature of our panels, as they will have a pantheon of design options to attain just the right look and feel. Studies have shown that workers are more productive in an office environment that they feel comfortable in. From system configurations, colors, textures and branding options, there is no limit in finding the perfect balance for your specific needs.

All FRAMES™ systems offer a wide range of accessories that work seamlessly with the system to bring productive tools just a reach away. Create the optimal working environment with power outlets, paper trays, organizers, pencil holders, white boards and multiple storage options. With FRAMES™, your creativity is limited only by your imagination.
First impressions are always important. FRAMES™ reception area systems puts you in control of exactly what that first impression will be. From your corporate colors, branding, and logos to the exact size requirements for your reception area, FRAMES™ offers the perfect customizable solution.

Installation is easy with the tried and true AO2 Rod & Block System. And never mistake FRAMES™ as simply a desk with a screen. The metal frame in our system is tubular welded steel and durable for many years of use. The panels are made of .25” thick material and a snap to repair or replace. The bracket clips are sturdy and also customizable - with finish options that include chrome or nickel. They can even painted to match, or contrast your frame color selection.

As with all FRAMES™ systems, accessory options are almost limitless. From productivity tools to connectivity modules, FRAMES™ offers attractive and utilitarian options to seamlessly fit your needs.

Along with the panels and frames, there are many options for work surfaces, including inlaid accents. Along with a large selection of colors, textures and patterns, FRAMES™ panels can even be translucent, and combined with lighting effects to create that perfect first impression - every time.

Custom work surface and panel printing available.
FRAMES™ is a system built on the concept of full customization. In order to create the optimal work environment, the furniture system has to utilize space in an efficient and attractive way. FRAMES™ allows you to design systems that capture the feel of your brand, while making efficient use of your physical space. FRAMES™ allows for collaborative areas as well as private nooks. The modular nature of the system is completely flexible to the specific needs of an office environment.

Combine Compatico’s wide furniture and storage options with FRAMES™ to create stunning, cost-effective work spaces that will impress your employees and clients.
Define the perfect space for collaboration or private contemplation. Enhance with lighting options, tech accessories, and sound reinforcement.
Frames

Available in: Widths of 24”, 36”, 42” and Heights of 42” and 62”
Additional sizes available with extended lead times and up-charge.

Monolithic

Segmented

Segmented with Pass Through

Skewed

Frame Insert Panels

Fabric
Solid colors, textures and patterns.

Laminate
Standard and custom solids, metals, and woods. Thousands of options.

Dry Erase Board
White or Maple

Acrylic/Glass Transparent
Clear, Frosted or Smoke

Special Pattern Acrylic

Clamp Finish Options

Chrome  Brushed Nickel  Painted
Corner Connections

Two-way 90°, 120° and 180° Connector

Three-way 90° and 120° Connector

Four-way Connector

Byrne 4-Trac Electrical

Byrne 4-Trac quick connect electrical
Many desk mounted configurations available
Easy to mount cable troughs ensure clean cabling.
Accessories
Ergonomic Accessories. From flat screen monitor arms to tabletop screens. Any design may be perfectly complimented.

- Accessory Tray
- Legal Paper Tray
- Letter Paper Tray
- File Sorter
- Binder Holder
- Pencil Holder

- Toolbar Organizer
- LED Swivel Light
- Monitor Arm
- Top of Frame Divider Screen

Legs
Your Frames System gives you the choice of several styles of legs. Available in **Chrome**, **Brushed Nickel**, or **Painted** to match your color palette.

- Tapered Legs
- Square Legs
- Round Legs
- 4" Straight Legs
- 2" Straight Legs
- Double Post Legs

Storage
Select from 100’s of pedestal, lateral, and wardrobe options.

Work Surfaces
Select from standard designs or create your custom work surface.

Height Adjustable Tables
Compatico offers a variety of options. Visit www.compatico.com for more information.
Frame Colors

WD White Wonder  BU Black Umber  HF Innertone Light  MT Medium Tone  MS Silver Metallic
TG Tangerine  CG Clipped Grass  BB Bimini Blue  ER Empire Red  CT Capri Teal
GB Gulfstream Blue  WG Willow Green  CC Cambrian Coral  CY Canary Yellow  MV Magnolia Ivory

Printed Acrylic Patterns

Web  Reeds  Stripes
Bubbles  Squares  Leaves

Patterns available in any of the above finish colors
CHOOSE YOUR PANEL FABRIC

This is just a small sample of the hundreds of fabric options available for your panels. For a full selection, visit our website at www.compatico.com.

Grade 1

**Lisbon**

- 9477-5050 Khaki
- 9477-5150 Buttercup
- 9477-5120 Carrot
- 9477-5110 Sage
- 9477-5040 Peacock
- 9477-5130 Capri
- 9477-5060 Kelly
- 9477-5101 Teal
- 9477-5071 Flamingo
- 9477-5070 Ruby
- 9477-5100 Cocoa
- 9477-5088 Navy

**Basic**

- 162-010 Earth
- 162-007 Parchment
- 162-017 Sand
- 162-003 Patina
- 162-026 Fog
- 162-027 Taupe
- 162-002 Caramel
- 162-014 Blue Mist
- 162-016 Shadow
- 162-000 Pumice
- 162-009 Mesa
- 162-006 Ebony

**Jane**

- 9085-4061 Natural
- 9085-4020 Gold
- 9085-4060 Guacamole
- 9085-4070 Chive
- 9085-4030 Ultramarine
- 9085-4091 Blueberry
- 9085-4080 Fuchsia
- 9085-4060 Persimmon
- 9085-4081 Pomegranate
- 9085-4120 Ruby
- 9085-4100 Steel
- 9085-4104 Jet

**Outline**

- 5040 Buttercup
- 5030 Sage
- 5031 Kiwi
- 5060 Meadow
- 5050 Carrot
- 5062 Berry
- 5070 Lagoon
- 5061 Teal
- 5080 Sapphire
- 5014 Navy
- 5013 Mocha
- 5015 Mink
GO CUSTOM

Please contact your dealer to inquire about using your own material or adding full bleed, full-color graphic and logo printing to your panels.

Grade 2

- Cape Cod Apricot 3073-7010
- Cape Cod Cloud 3073-7030
- Glade Field 7404
- Metallation Stainless 5118-1625
- Metro Central Park 3077-050
- Theory Marina 3006-050
- Phone Tag Clover 2314-011
- Reeds Iron 3078-030
- Snapshot Pistachio 3499-013
- Toy Poodle Lithium 9895
- Tweed Leaf 2727-2772
- Theory Spice 3006-020

Grade 3

Grade 4

Napa Helena 2954-9015
Reef Bedarra 2955-9010
River Rock Sunshine 2931-9010
Sand Dollar Sunshine 2933-9010
Sedona Grass 2942-9013
Surf Outer Banks 2941-9010
Trellis Spring 2932-9011

VE/Customer Owned Material

Value

- 15-100 Dove Gray
- 15-09 Sand Dune
- 15-103 Seafoam
- 15-17A Winter Birch Taupe
- 15-06 Cascade Blue

Multi-Color Laminates

- Aspen Leaves
- Bamboo Green
- Bamboo Ring Green
- Birch Vertical
- Ginko Reeds
- Leaves - green and tan
- Linear Reeds Crosshatch
- Twigs Vertical